Balint Kopasz won the 1km race.

Jack Eyers winning V1L3.

this week and looked relaxed in his heat win to book a ticket straight
through to the final.
Eyers, who became a father for the first time nine months ago, said
he was relieved to have such a strong result in his first international race
since last year’s world titles.
‘Definitely I felt a bit more skitty’ than usual,’ Eyers said.
‘I’ve got a few other priorities this year with the birth of my little
daughter. What it means is my training has been more intense; it’s been
more purposeful.’
Hometown favourite Katie Vincent lay down a warning that she
wouldn’t be giving up her canoe world title without a fight with an
impressive first outing on Thursday.
Vincent posted the fastest qualifying time in the women’s C1 200
while there were also impressive performances from Romania’s Catalin
Chirila in the men’s C1 1,000, Poland’s Karolina Naja and Anna
Pulawska in the women’s K2 500 and Ukraine’s Oleh Kukharyk and
Igor Trunov in the men’s K2 500.
Vincent became C1 200 world champion for the first time in
Copenhagen last year and showed she is close to top form by winning
her heat in 46.50 to progress straight to the final.
Yarisleidis Duboys, unbeaten at ICF World Cups this year, won the
second heat.
‘For me it was a very good race because this event is very close,’
Duboys said.
‘I feel very strong; my heat was very strong but I was fast. I feel
confident.’
After a string of minor medals this year, Catalin Chirila put down a
claim to be favourite for the C1 1,000 title in Dartmouth by outlasting
Brazil’s Olympic champion Isaquias dos Santos to post the quickest heat
time.
Italy’s Carlos Tacchini also impressed by winning his heat with Czech
Martin Fuksa, unbeaten in World Cups this year, finishing second.
‘That was really good for my confidence and I hope bad for his
because when Martin is not on top in his shape it is best for the rest of
us so I’m happy with my heat,’ Tacchini said.
‘The last two seasons with Covid restrictions and lockdowns it hasn’t
been the easiest but I’m not blaming that. Let’s hope for a better result
here. This weekend I will see how far I am from the top; from that point
we can measure where we are.’
Olympic champions Lisa Carrington, Balint Kopasz and Shixiao Xu
and Mengya Sun showed they have lost none of the form that took
them to gold in Tokyo last year, winning on Saturday.
There were also wins for the Polish women’s K4 crew, Spain’s men’s
K4 and the C2 500 crew of Cayetano Garcia and Pablo Martinez.
In non Olympic races there were world titles to Isaquias dos Santos,

Czech Josef Dostal, Poland’s Oleksii Koliadych, Hungary’s Blanka Kiss
and Anna Lucz, Yarisleidis Duboys and Katherin Segura and Ukraine’s
Liudmyla Luzan.
Carrington was made to work hard into a strong headwind to secure
her third K1 500 world title.
‘We knew it was going to be a headwind all week so I was definitely
prepared; it’s just about having that mindset about how to strategically
paddle into that headwind,’ Carrington said.
‘There’s still lots to learn from, like today continuously putting myself
into a position where I have to rise up to the challenge or take some
opportunities or some learnings from it so every moment of pressure is
a great learning opportunity.”
Hungary’s Balint Kopasz won K1 1,000 in Tokyo but then lost his
world title crown to Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta in Copenhagen. The
pair went head to head from the start in Satuday’s final with Kopasz
holding on to take his second world title.
‘This year I felt in very good form,’ Kopasz said.
‘Every year I am getting a little bit stronger which is so important for
the 1,000 and my endurance was also strong. I felt like I was in better
form for these world championships then last year.
‘I think I am in a very good position heading towards the Paris
Olympic Games.’
The men’s C2 500 will be a new event in Paris and Cayetano Garcia
and Pablo Martinez have put themselves forward as early favourites with
a nail biting win on Saturday.
The Spaniards finished just ahead of Poland’s Wikto Glazunow and
Tomasz Barniak.
‘This is amazing; there are no words,’ Martinez said.
‘It was such a big race with so many big people. We are young; we are
little but we are so happy. We have been throw so many changes but we
know we have each other and that is the most important thing.’
Great Britain’s dominance of international paracanoe continued on
Saturday with the team winning another three gold medals.
Charlotte Henshaw once again led the charge, picking up her
second gold of the weekend and her fourth KL2 world title. Jack Eyers
successfully defended his men’s VL3 gold while Laura Sugar overcame
two days of illness to defend her KL3 crown.
Igor Tofalini returned to the top of the podium for the first time
since 2018 in the men’s VL2 while Maryna Mazhula added a fourth
consecutive KL1 title to her already impressive career.
Eyers, who missed qualification for the Tokyo Paralympics, said he felt
a lot of pressure heading into Saturday’s final.
‘Coming into this I probably never experienced so much pressure
coming into a race,’ Eyers said.
‘Just being at the top, there is so far to fall. Missing Tokyo will always

Katie Vincent kept her C1 5km title local.

Lisa Carrington winning the K1 500m race.
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Maryna Mazhula winning women’s K1L1.
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